How to Write Paper for Science Cultivation

The paper publishing in Science Cultivation should be scientific, popularize, short, smooth, novel and attractive for readers.

The Structure of the paper should uphold the following principles:

• **The title** (maximum 10 words).

• **Author's name:**
  First author, affiliation or faculty, Tel, fax, email, second author, affiliation or faculty, Tel, fax, email…
  Corresponding author should be marked with asterisk. In case that authors affiliations are the same, the affiliation of corresponding author will be considered.

• **Abstract:**
  Abstract in Persian, maximum 200 words and in English, 150 words in one paragraph followed with at least 5 keywords in both Persian and English languages. The abstract should explain the whole and rich materials of the paper.
• **Introduction:**
  Introduction should clarify the importance of subject, research background.

• **Body of Paper:**
Paper should be cohesive with logical integration.

• **Conclusion and suggestions:**
  This part should include the result of findings and applicable suggestions for science, research and technology policy makers.

• **Acknowledgement** (Optional).

• **References:**

  References should be encoded numerically within [ ] in the text.
  - References should be listed on accordance of the following approach.

**Journal:**
Last Name, First name initial.( Date of pub). Title, Name of Journal, Volume, Number, PP.
**Text Book:**
Last Name, First Name Initial. (Date of pub). Title, Translator, Pub Row, Company, Venue of Pub. P.

**Web site:**
Internet references or web site should be appeared at the end of relevant text in parentheses () or at the end of paper (before references) under the title of "websites visited in this paper.

**Footnotes:**
The footnotes should contain the English expressions below the corresponding page.

Papers should be sent to editor - in- chief though sc@fast-iran.com